
SOMETHING IN BETWEEN

This “details sheet” includes more info on everything included in our Something in

Between Package, which would include having an anti bride planner and assistant on

site for your event assistance in coordinating all surrounding events including your

rehearsal.

Vendor Selection + Referrals - Help securing the perfect lineup of vendors as

well as help selecting the ideal venue if needed. Anti Bride will present

client with options for vendors via a condensed list of confirmed available

vendors with detailed information on pricing and inclusions.

Vendor Contract Reviews - Planner is available to read through all vendor /

venue contracts as needed, prior to signing on with venue / vendors.

Wedding Timeline - Overall Timeline of all the wedding “checklist” items, and

all deadlines that are helpful throughout the planning process including date

to send invitations / ideal RSVP date, etc.

Day of Timeline & Itinerary - A very detailed timeline of what you want to

happen, when you want it to happen. This is really fun to create and

collaborate on.

Ceremony Rehearsal - Exactly what it sounds like! You are guaranteed a

ceremony rehearsal should the venue allow / should one be needed.

Event Design - Additional assistance putting all the details together. Based

on design concept, planner will put together / source all necessary decor into

a “to buy / to rent” list. Planner is also capable of making purchases once

approved, if needed / requested.

Full Access to Anti Bride Inventory - We’re so excited to share this planning

package now include all access to our design inventory, which includes a wide

variety of options such as brass candlesticks, taper candles, glass vases, bud

vases, calligraphy signage, table numbers and more! We’re always adding to our

collection. Our most up-to-date inventory will be provided 3 months prior to

the event date, selections must be made one month prior to the event.

Vendor Coordination - A go-to document with all vendor contacts and setup /

breakdown times. Helpful for planners, great for your sanity too ;)

Decor / design setup & Breakdown - All centerpieces and tables (cards +

gifts, guestbook, etc.)

Day of Coordination - Anti Bride Planner, from start to finish - getting sh*t

done the way we’re supposed to. Planner will use timeline to ensure all

checklist items are completed on schedule throughout the event



SOMETHING IN BETWEEN

Planning Package: $6,500

50% deposit due at contract signing

Final payment 50%+ due one month prior to the event date


